Tony Bennett left this in San Francisco

Huey __ mentions several cities in "The Heart of Rock 'N' Roll"

Ozzy Osbourne covers the song "Mississippi __" on Under Cover

Dolly Parton sang about "__ Mountain Memories"

George Straight sang "All my ex's live in __"

Elvis and Emmylou Harris both sang about the "Tennessee __"

The ___ sang "Hotel California" about life in the 1970s

Johnny Cash sang about this prison's blues

Tom Waits and Bruce Springsteen sang about loving a "__ Girl"

The "__ Rose of Texas" helped win the Texas War of Independence

"Sweet Home __, where the skies are so blue…"

"I'm standing on a corner in Winslow, __ and such a fine sight to see"

"__ Rock City" is by Kiss

According to the Charlie Daniels Band the Devil went down to here

Marc Cohn was "Walking in __"

Billy Joel was in this state of mind

James Taylor had this state in his mind

John Denver sang about the "Rocky Mountain High" in this state

Dan Fogelberg claimed "__ - I'm Your Boy"

Gladys Knight and the Pips took this train to Georgia

Rodgers and Hammerstein had a song and hit play by this name

"Little Old Lady From __" by Jan and Dean

Billy Joel sang about this Pennsylvania mining town

Loretta Lynn and Conway Twitty sang "__ Woman, Mississippi Man"

"Pennsylvania 6-5000" and "Chattanooga Choo Choo" are by ______

The Monkees sang about the last train to this town

He was "Born on a mountaintop in Tennessee…"

"Country roads, take me home, to the place I belong, ______..."